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Digital Innovation competition FinQuest

       he new, annual digital innovation competition FinQuest by Alpha Bank has started, aiming to shape the future of the 

       financial sector in the context of the new technologies which already change the way banks operate.

The FinQuest competition will have duration of three months in total and will seek innovative ideas and proposals for the 

financial services of the new age, making use of the new capabilities of the digital technology. The competition will be based 

on a real quest of the banking sector, which teams or Startups/Fintech companies will be called to handle by submitting their

proposal via the website www.finquest.gr. Alpha Bank, besides showcasing the innovative proposals, will examine the possibility 

of collaborations with proposals and solutions that will address its current needs.
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The selected teams will be entered in an intensive 6-week accelerator program, during which they will have the chance 

to participate in specialized seminars and will receive mentoring from experienced Executives of the Bank and 

professionals from the innovation field. The goal is to make their ideas more adapted in the real conditions of the 

banking sector, and more applicable.

By the end of November 2019, the final proposals of the teams will be presented at an open event, where the three best 

will be awarded. The Evaluation Committee will be composed of Alpha Bank’s executives as well as of representatives 

of investment or consulting companies, innovation, technology and new business development experts, spokespersons 

of academic institutes and established professionals in the startup and fintech fields.
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The Executive General Manager and Chief Digital Officer of Alpha Bank, Damianos I. Charalampidis, stated: 

“Through the FinQuest competition, we create the suitable conditions for the establishment of innovative digital solutions 

and applications, which will accelerate the digital transformation of the banking sector, will boost startups and the fintech 

companies’ ecosystem and will highlight the values of creativity, teamwork, and fair play. The FinQuest competition, 

besides promoting the digital innovation in the modern banking sector, will boost Alpha Bank’s competitiveness and will 

add to the improvement of its Customers’ Experience”.

In order to watch the competition’s video, click here.
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i3: Mentoring!

       he second phase of the Bank’s internal open-innovation competition i3 has started. As soon as the training workshop 

       for the 12 Finalists of the competition’s first stage was completed, the Mentoring period was launched, which runs for 

one month and is scheduled to be completed within October 2019. The Mentoring phase will provide the Finalists with 

guidance and advice, enabling them to develop and further evolve their ideas. It will also assist them to prepare the 

presentation they will give to the evaluation committee, during an event that will take place on October 21, 2019. 

T
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The mentors who will provide guidance to the participants during this period are colleagues from various Divisions of the

Bank, who cover a particularly wide range of specialist subjects, thus ensuring the most comprehensive possible 

coverage of the Finalists’ needs. There are two mentors for each participant (individual or team), while all the mentors 

will be available to provide support and advice, when needed. 

The 12 Finalists are already working at full speed, developing their innovative proposals under the mentors’ supervision 

and guidance, with everyone focusing on the final event. At the same time, an additional effect of the Mentoring stage is 

that it strengthens even more the culture of innovation and the spirit of open and ongoing collaboration of teams coming 

from different areas within Alpha Bank. 
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Informative Event titled:
“Financial Tools for the modern business”

        n Monday, September 9, 2019, Alpha Bank held an informative event in Kifissia, titled: "Financial Tools for the modern 
        business”, and addressed to Customers of the Corporate Banking Division (multinational enterprises) who cooperate
with the Bank. 

The Event is part of a cycle of relevant events and meetings with Businesses, which the Bank organizes on a regular basis 
to reinforce the cooperation and communication with the business community as well as to inform businesses about the 
wide range of Alpha Bank products and services which are addressed to the modern business.  

The Executive General Manager Chief Digital Officer and Retail Banking Products Damianos I. Charalampidis gave a speech 
on the Bank’s digital transformation, while the Manager of the Financial Products Division Athanassios G. Pavlidis discussed 
the products and services of Alpha Bank which are addressed to this specific customer group, placing emphasis on the 
Bank’s capital movement and cash management products and services, the options available for supporting international
trade, the cash liquidity solutions for businesses and the market risk management products for international markets. 

Present at the informative event on behalf of the Bank were also the Executive General Manager Wholesale Banking 
Constantinos R. Dorkofikis and the Executive General Manager Treasury Management Georgios V. Michalopoulos. 

O
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Alpha Bank celebrates 25 years of presence in Romania

   n the context of the celebration for the 25 years of presence in Romania, the Bank organized a three-day hospitality 

   program in Greece for representatives of the Romanian Media. 

During the program, the representatives met with the members of Alpha Bank’s Management, they visited the Alpha Bank 

Numismatic Collection as well as Sounio, where they were given a guided tour at the Temple of Poseidon. 

The Executive President Sergiu Oprescu, the Executive Operations Vice President Ion Stan and the Senior Public Relations 

Officer Elena Dobre were present on behalf of Alpha Bank Romania. 

I
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Human Resources Division
HR Applications on the Alpha Bank Intranet – New Capabilities

“Organisational Structure Management”
With a view to ensuring the constant improvement of the services provided, the “Organisational Structure Management” 
application was enriched with new capabilities in order to support issues related to the application's day-to-day operation, which 
were identified as a result of the communication of the Human Resources Division with the users of the application, during the 
latter's initial period of productive operation.

The new version of the application now provides the Manager with greater flexibility, by incorporating the following capabilities:

• “Allocation” [for reporting purposes] of the Officers in one or more Functional Areas / Sections to two or more Management 
  Executives of their Division.
• “Creation” of reporting relations between the Officers, even when they are assigned to different Functional Areas / Sections.
• “Manager’s Notes”. 
. 
“Temporary Changes in Units”
• The “Temporary Changes in Units” application, which initially covered the management of temporary changes in Branch 
 Officers to meet emergency needs, was enriched and is now also supporting the management of temporary changes in the 
 Officers of the Regional Retail NPE Workout Centres.

The Human Resources Division steadily continues its efforts to constantly improve services and modernise operations.
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Banknote Museum of the Ionian Bank - Corfu

      he Banknote Museum of the Ionian Bank in Corfu received a great number of guests during the summer months of June, 

      July and August. In total 1,631 persons visited the permanent exhibition, while guided tours to Unions took place upon request.  

Specifically, guided tours took place for the participants of the Summer Camp of the Athletic Club of Corfu -Athletic Union 

Kapodistrias, the participants of the Summer Seminar of Greek Language and Culture of the Ionian University, for the members 

of the “Passa Tempo” Centre of Creative Learning as well as for members of the Friends of the Museum of the City of Athens.  

The Banknote Museum of the Ionian Bank is housed on the first floor of the historic building in which the first Branch of the Ionian 

Bank in Corfu opened in 1840. The Museum’s Collection includes the complete series of all the paper money that was circulated 

throughout the history of the Greek State: banknotes, coin notes and related material, spanning 180 years of history. The visit 

starts with the bond notes in piastres issued by the Provisional Government of Greece in 1822 and the phoenix banknote issued 

by Ioannis Kapodistrias in 1831, and ends with the last banknotes issued in drachmas, which were withdrawn in 2002 with the 

introduction of the euro. 

T

Snapshots from the guided tour of the Friends of the Museum of the City of Athens’ members.
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Human Resources Division
Together... at the MOMUs - Museum Alex Mylona, for the exhibition

“Without title II. Greek post-war abstraction: the heroic years”

       n Thursday, September 19, 2019, the Human Resources Division organised, especially for the Employees of the Bank, two

       guided tours of the exhibition “Without title II. Greek post-war abstraction: The heroic years”, presented at the MOMUs - 

Museum Alex Mylona (5 Agion Asomaton Square, Thisio). 

The guided tours were given by the Exhibition’s joint curator and art historian Mr. Yannis Bolis, who presented works by Greek 

painters and sculptors dating from the years when the movement of Abstraction first appeared in Greek art and until it was 

gradually recognised and accepted, from the 1950s up to the mid-1960s. The works on display at the Exhibition also include 

seven works from the Alpha Bank Art Collection.

The participants to the guided tours also had the opportunity to acquaint themselves with the Museum’s other exhibits, of which 

they were given a tour by Mrs Eleni Kotsara and Phaedra Vasiliadou, which are related to a representative work by artist Alex 

Mylona, as well as to learn of her life and the Museum’s history. 

All participants to the tours were presented with the catalogue accompanying the Exhibition, whose publication was sponsored 

by Alpha Bank. 

O
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The publications “Nauplion” and “The Nauplion of the Foreign Travellers” 
will be sold by Alpha Bank at a discount of 40% throughout October 2019

Nauplion, a picturesque town in the Morea (Peloponnese), is 
full of historical memories. The author, one of the first Greek 
women archaeologists, begins her narrative with the ancient 
myths relating to the town and proceeds to present its history 
through the analysis and description of the architecture of its 
monuments and buildings from ancient times to the periods of 
Venetian and Turkish rule. She ends with the period of 
Neoclassicism in the 19th century, when Nauplion was 
declared the first capital of the Modern Greek state.

In this Publication, the reader is invited to a journey in time in the 
town of Nauplion and its surrounding area through the writings and 
illustrations of the travellers. Nauplion has been a popular destination
from the 16th century onwards, thanks to its natural beauty and 
history. A rich series of prints but also a large number of original 
paintings of the town have survived. The art historian Aphrodite 
Kouria presents various aspects of the iconography and history of 
the town through the rich iconographic material illustrated in the 
book, which consists of a series of prints, watercolours and oil 
paintings that belong to private collections as well as to Greek and 
German museums.

Semni Karouzou
Athens 1979
Commercial Bank of Greece
Dimensions 28.5 x 23 cm
216 pages, 165 illustrations
Greek

Price: Euro 15.00

       lpha Bank offers the publications “Nauplion” and “The Nauplion of the Foreign Travellers” (bilingual edition) at 

       a discount o 40% throughout October 2019.A

The Publications may be obtained either by visiting the “ALPHA BANK – CULTURE store” (40, Stadiou Street, ATHENS) and 
the e-shop www.alphapolitismos.gr/eshop or by placing an order via telephone or e-mail (tel.: +30 210 326 2465, 
e-mail: infopolitismos@alpha.gr).

For any further clarification or information please contact the Alpha Bank Library at +30 210 326 2440 and 210 326 2446.

Aphrodite Kouria
Athens 2007
Emporiki Bank of Greece
Dimensions 26.5 x 28.5 cm
216 pages, 164 illustrations
Bilingual edition (Greek, English)
ISBN 978-960-7059-18-5

Price: Euro 21.00
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       reek poet, prose writer, translator and essayist Nikiforos Vrettakos was born in the village of 

       Krokees, in Laconia (Peloponnese), on January 1, 1912. In 1929 he settled in Athens in order 

to pursue higher studies, but was unable to do so because of the financial problems that his family 

was facing. His work life was unstable. He was forced to take on various temporary jobs, many of 

which involved manual work. From 1947 onwards, he worked as a journalist in literary magazines 

of that time (“Free Letters”, “Greek Chronicles”, “Art Review” etc.), as well as in newspapers 

(“Independent Press”, “Democratic Press”, “Daily News” etc.). In 1934 he married Kalliopi Apostolidi, 

with whom he had two children. In 1955 he was elected Municipal Councillor for Piraeus, while 

during the military dictatorship (1967-1974) he lived in self-imposed exile in Switzerland and Sicily. 

He was named Honorary President of the Hellenic Authors’ Society in 1984, a Member in the 

Academy of Athens in 1987, and an Honorary Doctor of the Department of Literature of the National and Kapodistrian University 

of Athens in 1991. His name was put forward as a candidate for the Nobel Prize in Literature four times, while he was awarded 

the First State Literary Award for Poetry in 1940 and again in 1956 and 1982, as well as the Poetry Award of the Kostas and 

Eleni Ourani Foundation of the Academy of Athens in 1976. He died of a heart attack on August 4, 1991.

Vrettakos first appeared in the Greek literary scene in 1929, when he published “Under shadows and lights”, a collection of poems 

that he had written while still a school student. Works standing out from his rich output as an author include the poetry collections 

“Descending into the still of the centuries” (1933), “The letter of the swan” (1937), “The voyage of the Archangel” (1938), “Heroic 

symphony...” (1944), “Taygetos and the silence” (1949), “The muddy rivers” (1950), “Time and the river, 1952-1956” (1957), 

“Autobiography” (1961), “Ode to the sun” (1974), “The river Byes and the seven elegies” (1975), “The philosophy of the flowers” 

(1988) and “Meeting with the sea” (1991), the volumes of collected works “Man’s grimaces” (1940) and “Marching: Poems 

1958-1967” (1972), the novella “The naked child” (1939), the collection of short stories “In front of the same river” (1972) etc. 

His poetry is characterised by its humanism and strong lyricism. In his work, Vrettakos often wavers between optimism and 

frustration, while the major historical and social events of his time exercise a determining influence on him.

The Alpha Bank’s Library Collection includes several works by Nikiforos Vrettakos, such as poems, works in prose and more. 

Please click here in order to view the titles.

The Alpha Bank Library
Nikiforos Vrettakos

G
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The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation

From “Forget Me Not” n the s l nes M naste   Αnastas a tsal  
Guido De Flaviis

       fter four years of continuous presence on the island of Tinos  Κ n n  nt es th s ea s hemat  le  pl s

       ne  elements  h h ll last  a h le ea  nt l the a t mn  . Κ n n  s the  elements  lan  e

ate  an  a  an  a s the element  t me  alte nat ng seas ns an  h man nte ent n n nat al an  lt al lan s apes  

g ng pa t pants t  g e nt  the pa t la  atm sphe e an  ha a te st s  the slan   n s.

D ng  n n  nt e  a se es  e se e ents th n the nat al lan s ape  the slan  an  n se e al l ngs 

 h st al an  a h te t al s gn an e that e ame the pen ng a t ns  the  pl s ne  elements  themat  le. 

pa es se  am ngst the s  the a t h l  the a a en the l ng spa e  n n  n n s  the h st al l ng 

 the m naste   s l nes t m st mp tantl   themat  tes n the m le pa ts  the slan . 

n n  s s pp te   he . . st p l s n at n.
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The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation

      he International Contemporary Dance Festival “Dance Days Chania” took place with the kind support of The J.F. Costopoulos 

      Foundation in Chania, Crete, Greece for the 9th consecutive year from July 15 until July 28, 2019. Aiming at cultural 

exchange and communication through the art of dance, the festival presented a rich educational program, as well as 

performances, for all ages, of international scope indoors and outdoors, all day long, with 120 artists, dancers, choreographers 

and musicians from Greece, Mozambique, Germany, Israel, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Belgium. 

The Festival, having received EFFELabel 2019-2020 certification from the European EFA organization, and with the support 

of foundations, other institutions and embassies, continues its steady course. 
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The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation

      he International Classical Festival of Cyclades returned for its 15th edition, this year aspiring to captivate the audience of 

      the Cyclades into a musical journey presenting chamber music masterpieces and arias from the Opera, with the contribution 

of The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation. From August 10 to August 17, 2019, the emblematic theater “Apollon” of Hermoupolis in 

Syros hosted numerous acclaimed artists from all over the world, under the artistic direction of the Greek National Opera (GNO) 

violinist, Yannos Margaziotis.
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The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation

      he Zante Dance Festival was presented for the fourth year with the support of the Cultural Foundation of the Ionian Bank 

      from July 27 to July 31, 2019, in Zakynthos, in the theatre of Sarakinado and in open-air areas such as Solomou Square, 

and as a walking performance in the island's cantonments. Dance groups and performers from Greece and abroad met to 

deliver messages, coexist, motivate the audience and communicate with them through their special language, the body.
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The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation

   n the context of the 48th Book Festival, the bilingual edition of The J.F. Costopoulos Foundation and Analogio Festival titled 

   “Analogio 2005-2017. Dramatic and Stage Writing in Greece” was presented on Saturday, September 7, 2019, at the crowded 

“George Seferis” stage of the Zappeion. There was also presented the program of Analogio Festival 2019, supported by The 

J.F. Costopoulos Foundation, too. Representing the Foundation, Mrs Meni Strongyli, who captured the idea and had the coordination 

of “Analogio 2005-2017", as well as the editing of the English volume gave a speech. Mr. Pavlos Kavouras, Professor of the 

Department of Music Studies, University of Athens, Mr. Elias Kafaoglou, author, journalist, and Mrs Smaro Kotsia, theatre critic, 

were also placed. Academics, writers, directors, actors, contributors, friends and people in the field of Letters and Arts attended, too.

I
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“You have the Bonus App? You have Summer Bonus!”

      he Bonus Program launched a new promotional activity featuring the main message: “You have the Bonus App? You have 

     Summer Bonus!”, during the summer period. 

The activity was addressed to individual holders of Bonus debit and credit cards, who were either already users of the Bonus app 

or downloaded it during the promotional activity. 
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Specifically, the Customers who used their Bonus cards for purchases at the Bonus Program merchants, entered automatically in 

a draw for more than 300 gift vouchers offered from the Bonus Program merchants and specifically: 

1. Attica - 1 gift voucher of Euro 100 

2. Κotsovolos - 2 gift vouchers of Euro 50 

3. ΤRAINOSE - 1 gift voucher of Euro 50 

4. BP - 1 gift voucher of Euro 100 

5. ΑΒ - 1 gift voucher of Euro 100 

6. HONDOS CENTER - 1 gift voucher of Euro 100  

7. AXA - 17 gift vouchers of Euro 100

8. IKEA - 20 gift vouchers of Euro 20 

9. Anastasiadis Optica - 200 gift vouchers of Euro 20  

10. Funky Buddha - 10 gift vouchers of Euro 20

11. NAVY & GREEN - 10 gift vouchers of Euro 20

12. TGI Fridays – 10 gift vouchers of Euro 20

13. EYE - Q - 10 gift vouchers of Euro 20 

14. Pizza Hut - 10 gift vouchers of Euro 20

15. Advance Pharmacies - 10 gift vouchers of Euro 10 

16. ZΟULOVITS - 10 gift vouchers of Euro 20 

17. SEPHORA - 10 gift vouchers of Euro 20 

18. MINOAN – 5 tickets with return for two persons in a double cabin 

The winners of the draw were notified of the prize they had won at the time of their transaction with relevant information printed on 

the receipt of the POS terminal, as well as by text message (SMS) sent to their mobile phone. 

The promotional activity was communicated to Customers via the Internet, the Bonus App, their monthly card account statements 

and instant messages (Viber). 
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Autumn purchases with the Affinity Mastercard!

       n autumn contest was designed to boost the use of the Affinity Mastercard, for purchases in the physical and online stores 

       of the Inditex Group. Specifically, the Affinity Mastercard holders, who made their purchases in the 7 brands of the Inditex 

Group (Zara, Pull&Bear, Bershka, Oysho, Stradivarius, Massimo Dutti, Zara Home) from September 1 to September 30, 2019, 

won 2.5% Affinity Euros in all their purchases and automatically entered a draw. The 5 winners will enjoy a 3day retreat trip 

for 2 persons at the Elatos Resort & Health Club in Parnassos mountain. 

The promotion was communicated to Customers via magazines, Internet, their monthly card account statements, the website 

www.alpha.gr/cards as well as the promotional material at the branch network of the Inditex group. 

A
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Live a unique experience with your Alpha Bank Mastercard!

      he Alpha Bank Mastercard cards offer to their holders the opportunity to live a unique experience. Specifically, the Customers 

      who will use any Mastercard credit card, issued by Alpha Bank (Alpha Bank Bonus Mastercard, Alpha Bank Bonus Mastercard Gold, 

Platinum Bonus Mastercard, Vodafone Bonus Mastercard, Affinity Mastercard and Energy Mastercard) for their purchases from 

September 15 to October 31, 2019 are automatically entered in a draw, and 2 winners will win a magnificent trip for 

2 persons in New York, during December 2019!

The prize includes: 

• Airplane tickets with return for Athens – New York and transfer from/to the airport

• Stay in a 5-star hotel in New York

• Travel insurance for the winners and their companions from/to Athens during the selected trips

• Attendance of the performance “The Nutcracker” at the David H Koch Theatre. 

The offer is valid for purchases totaling Euro 100 or more for each card, during September 15 through October 31, 2019. 

The promotion was communicated to Customers via their monthly card account statements, text messages (SMS) and instant 

messages (Viber), as well as newsletter and www.alpha.gr/cards.

T
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Alpha Bank endorses the UNEP FI Principles for Responsible Banking

      lpha Bank is actively involved in the global effort to create a sustainable future for the economy and the planet, by 

      co-signing as Founding Signatory, the six Principles of Responsible Banking established by the United Nations 

Environment Program Finance Initiative (UNEP FI), following consultation with the banking community. 

The Principles for Responsible Banking which were formally presented on September 22, 2019 at the UN General Assembly, 

provide a comprehensive framework for responsible and sustainable banking, across the whole range banking activities. 

A
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In particular, by signing the six Principles of Responsible Banking, banks commit: 

• to align their business strategy in order to contribute to society’s goals as expressed in the UN Sustainable Development 

 Goals, the Paris Climate Agreement and relevant national and regional frameworks

• to continuously increase their positive impact in society and the environment, while reducing the risks and negative impacts 

 on people and environment resulting from their activities, products and services

• to work responsibly with their customers in order to encourage sustainable practices and enable economic activities that 

 create shared prosperity for current and future generations 

• to proactively and responsibly consult and partner with relevant stakeholders in order to achieve society’s goals

• to implement their commitment to these Principles through effective governance and a culture of responsible banking

• to periodically review the implementation of these Principles and be transparent about and accountable for the positive and 

 negative impact and their contribution to society’s goals.

Alpha Bank’s CEO Vassilios E. Psaltis stated: “At Alpha Bank we are already implementing a range of Corporate Responsibility 

policies and practices aimed at promoting sustainable development through all areas of our daily operations. By endorsing the 

six Principles of Responsible Banking as defined by the UNEP FI, of which we are member since 2004, we are firmly declaring 

out commitment to create a sustainable banking system and intensifying our collective efforts in this direction, by increasing our

 positive footprint in society and the environment, leveraging new business opportunities and creating value for all stakeholders”.
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Alpha Bank remains a constituent
of the Financial Times Stock Exchange4Good Emerging Index

      lpha Bank, following an assessment by the FTSE International Organization, remains 

      a constituent of the Financial Times Stock Exchange4Good Emerging Index, which assess

listed companies in terms of their environment and social performance. Global index provider

FTSE Russell confirms that Alpha Bank has been independently assessed according to the

FTSE4Good criteria and has satisfied the requirements to become a constituent of the 

FTSE4Good Index Series.

Created by FTSE Russell (the trading name of FTSE International Limited and Frank Russell 

Company), the FTSE4Good Index Series assesses the performance of companies adopting 

strong Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) practices. The FTSE4Good Indices 

are used by a wide variety of market participants to create and assess responsible investment 

                                                funds and other products. 

A
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Alpha Bank’s Environmental Management System
obtains ISO 14001:2015 certification 

       he Environmental Management System applied by the Bank was certified in accordance with the requirements of the 
       EN ISO 14001:2015 international standard.

The assessment was carried out by the independent certification body TÜV AUSTRIA HELLAS, which certified that the procedures 
for managing and implementing the Environmental Management System comply with the aforementioned standard.

For the purposes of the certification, an inspection (sample check) was carried out at Branches of the Bank in Attica, Thessaloniki, 
Larissa and Korinthos, as well as in Management Buildings in Athens and Thessaloniki.

The Environmental Management System constitutes the framework for monitoring, managing and improving the environmental 
impacts of the Bank’s activities (such as the consumption of electricity and the ensuing release of pollution loads, the management 
of coolants in air conditioning systems, the use of forms and paper, the use of ink cartridges and toners, the consumption of 
water, the consumption of fuels for business travels and the ensuing CO2 emissions etc.).

The Bank's successful certification was the result of the collaboration between the Procurement, Property and Security Division, 
the Marketing and Public Relations Division - Corporate Social Responsibility Functional Area, the Organisation Division - Group 
International Standards Certification Management Functional Area, the Credit Risk Policy and Control Division, the Structured 
Finance Division, the Cards and Personal Loans Division, the Banking Operations Legal Support Division and the Training Division. 

T
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The program “Together with the children at the Museum
and the Theatre” supports the “Ark of the World”

   n the context of the Corporate Responsibility program “Together with the children at the Museum and the Theatre”, the Bank 

   invited 20 children from the “Ark of the World” to attend the cinema workshop “The smart viewer” organized by the Athens 

International Children’s Film Festival. 

With the help of Corporate Responsibility Executives of the Bank, the children were divided in two age groups and participated 

in a specially designed cinema workshop, while at the same time they also watched short films, based on their age. 

The educational activity aimed at the acquaintance of the children with the art of cinema through interactive games.

The “Ark of the World” is a Charitable Non-profit Organization providing special care and protection to mothers and children. It is 

first and foremost intended for and addressed to young unprotected children, most of whom come from single-parent families, and 

to many children without parents, who experience difficult circumstances, neglect, abandonment and lack of medical care.
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The “Defacements that hurt” program in Thessaloniki

     n the context of the “Defacements that hurt” program, cleaning works took place at the Afternoon Sun Garden, at the 

    Nea Paralia (New Waterfront) of Thessaloniki. The Garden is located almost across the “Umbrellas”, the famous 

sculpture by Giorgos Zongolopoulos.

In the Afternoon Sun Garden, as its name reveals, the visitor – viewer can admire the sun, the sea and Thessaloniki’s sky. 

The restored and renewed Nea Paralia of Thessaloniki has 3.5km length, a bicycle lane as well as themed parks, and attracts 

city residents and visitors alike. 

I
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Collection of school supplies by Alpha Bank

       chool supplies were gathered from Alpha Bank’s Employees to support children sheltered in Institutions in two social 

      contribution events held in Athens and Thessaloniki, on Wednesday, September 4 and Thursday, September 5, 2019, in the 

framework of the Bank’s Corporate Responsibility activities. 

Specifically, in Athens, the school supplies offered by the Bank’s Employees were delivered to the SOS Children’s Villages – 

Vari by the Corporate Responsibility team and Volunteers from the Bank’s Personnel. The international basketball player 
Konstantinos Tsartsaris, was present at the event and signed basketball balls that were offered as gifts to all the children 

who attended the event, giving them wishes for a productive school year.

S

In Thessaloniki, the school supplies offered by the Bank’s Personnel were delivered to the SOS Children’s Villages – Plagiari, 
in the presence of Olympic Champion Anna Korakaki, who gave wishes to the children and signed the giveaway T-shirts for them. 

In addition, the Bank offered school supplies purchased from the non-profit organization SAFE WATER SPORTS. 
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The Bank supports SEV’s initiative for the reinforcement
of the regional development

      uring the summer season, several large fires broke out in a wooded area at the 

      foot of Mount Hymettus. The Bank, aware of the difficulty of the work of the 

firefighters and of the need for them to be constantly present at the fire fronts, 

supported the Hellenic Fire Department by providing food supplies for the firefighters, 

who had to remain on standby duty in the various fire fronts.

D

The Bank supported the Hellenic Fire Department
in its effort to control the fires in Mount Hymettus

       lpha Bank supports as a sponsor the initiative of the Hellenic Federation of Enterprises (SEV) for strengthening institutional 

       partnerships, in order to reinforce regional development and entrepreneurship in our country. 

In the framework of the sponsorship, an informative event was held in Komotini, titled: “Changes and advances in the operation 

of businesses in Eastern Macedonia and Thrace” in which the Manager of the Small Business Banking Division, Spyridon 

Rentetakos participated as a speaker. 

A
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Konstantinos Romanides
Seascape

Oil on canvas 54 x 84 cm

Argostoli Branch (683)

       painting genre in itself, established already since the 16th century in Europe, seascape painting, i.e. the depiction of the 

       sea and of the world around it, also saw a period of increased popularity in Greece, after the mid-19th century. Artists 

who gained prominence in this genre, such as Konstantinos Volanakis or Vassilios Chatzis, excelled in the depiction of ports 

and of scenes from fishermen’s lives and life at sea, as well as in painting various types of ships.

A student of Volanakis, Konstantinos Romanides followed faithfully in his teacher’s footsteps, in terms of the austerity and 

complete control of the composition as well as in terms of the restrained, meticulous colouring which, as noted by art 

historian and seascape genre specialist M. Vlachos, often borders on affectation.

Α
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The work belonging to the Alpha Bank Art Collection, which should perhaps be dated to the early 20th century, is indicative of 

the shift in the painter’s interest from the detailed description of reality to the presentation of a feeling, of a mood. 

Romanides simplifies the composition by dividing the canvas into two almost equally sized parts, respectively encompassing 

the sky and the sea. A small section of land that peeps out at the left breaks the monotony and activates the composition. 

At the right, through the atmospheric mist, the form of a sailing vessel is barely discernible in the far distance. As already 

mentioned, the artist does not spend any effort in order to describe the vessel in detail, but instead seeks, true to the impressionist 

standards, to convey the pure emotion, the mental vibration that this particular landscape brings out in himself. In this particular 

instance, we have before us an emotional interpretation of the sea, rather than an impassive, realistic rendering. 

The lyricism and sensitivity of Romanides carry his effort successfully through and place this work among the major seascape

painting specimens in the Bank’s Collection. 

Konstantinos Romanides
Seascape
Oil on canvas 54 x 84 cm
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KONSTANTINOS ROMANIDES
(Athens 1884-1972)

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

      e studied in the School of Fine Arts, under Nikiforos Lytras, Konstantinos Volanakis and Georgios Roilos. 

He followed the Balkan Wars of 1912-1913 closely in the Macedonia and Epirus fronts, creating more than 

200 sketches.

The subjects he primarily painted were landscapes and especially seascape painting, in which he created some 

of the best samples of his artistic production. In terms of painting style, he can be considered as one of the proponents 

of a moderate, restrained impressionistic idiom, as this was cultivated by the heirs to the School of Munich.

H
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Frame at the Serres Branch (810) and Florina Branch (855)

      lexander III (336-323 BC), who is considered a mythological figure and has justly been named the Great, was the son

      of Philip II and Olympias. From early on he enjoyed a privileged upbringing and was fortunate to have Aristotle as one 

of his teachers. When he was twenty years old, Alexander succeeded his father to the Macedonian throne. 

With swift and decisive actions, he established his power in Macedonia and all of Greece which, following the murder of 

Philip, was in a state of turmoil, probably instigated by Persia. 

A

Prefecture of Serres - Prefecture of Florina
(Alexander III the Great)
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He eagerly accepted the Corinthian League’s mandate to head the Panhellenic campaign and in the spring of 334 BC, he 

set out from Pella towards the Hellespont, to liberate the Greek cities of Asia Minor. With his army, he advanced as far as 

Bactria and Sogdiana, where he married Roxana, the daughter of a Bactrian nobleman, with whom he had a son, Alexander 

IV and then proceeded to India. He conquered the city of Taxila, formed an alliance with the local leader and he defeated 

Κ ng s at the attle  aspes  h h as h s last g eat attle. s a m  e lte  s n a te  ng h m t  et eat 

for the first and last time in his life and he headed back, through the Gedrosian desert. In the spring of 323 BC, he arrived 

at Babylon, which he planned to make his new capital. Suddenly, however, after a symposium, Alexander fell ill and died 

ten days later, on June 13, 323 BC.

Alexander the Great’s minting activity is, in terms of quantity, antiquity’s richest. About 333 BC, Alexander adopted an 

international perspective and introduced a major reform in Macedonian coinage, circulating silver tetradrachms which 

corresponded to the widely accepted attic weight standard. His tetradrachms depict the head of Heracles, the ancestor 

of the Macedonians, and the enthroned figure of the Olympian and Panhellenic Zeus. Minting activity, with coins struck 

from the vast quantities of gold and silver that Alexander found in the royal treasuries of Persepolis, was extensive and 

constant, as a result of the widespread mercenary recruitment and the need to finance his military operations. Twenty-six 

mints in both Greece and Asia Minor worked non-stop in order to pay all soldiers. The ‘Alexandrian tetradrachms’ became 

antiquity’s international currency and continued to be struck for two centuries after the death of the Macedonian King.
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Konstantinos G. Zavitsianos
(1878-1951)

Painting by Theodoros Drossos (1919-1996)
Oil on canvas 64 x 53 cm
The Art Collection of the Hellenic Parliament

Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Commercial Bank of Greece from 1941 to 1943.

Konstantinos Zavitsianos was born in Corfu in 1878, to a prominent family of the island. He completed his school studies in his 
native island and then enrolled in the Law School of the University of Athens, where he obtained a doctorate. 

After finishing his studies, in 1901, he became professionally active as a lawyer, in the Court of First Instance of Corfu. Yet he 
quickly abandoned the practice of law and entered the judiciary, from which he resigned two years later (1907) to follow 
postgraduate studies in the field of social sciences in Italy and France. 

Influenced by the European intellectual movements of the time, he returned to Greece and became actively involved in politics. 
He was one of the founding members of the Educational Society (Ekpedaiftiko Omilo) and, when Eleftherios Venizelos entered 
Greek politics, he became one of the co-founders of the Liberal Party (1910). 

He was elected MP for Corfu in the general elections of August 1910 and November 1910 and was appointed Secretary to the 
Parliamentary Committee established for the revision of the Constitution. He was again elected MP in the general elections 
of 1912, May 1915, 1923 and 1928. During his long career as a parliamentarian, he was elected twice President of the 
Parliament: the first time in the parliamentary sitting of October 2, 1912 and the second in the sitting of August 3, 1915.
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During the dictatorship of General Theodoros Pangalos (1925-1926), he turned down the General’s invitation to take office as 
Prime Minister of Greece. In 1928, he participated as Minister of the Interior in one of the last governments formed by Venizelos 
as Prime Minister. He remained in this post for less than a year, as his disagreement with the economic policy that the Liberal 
Party government was following, led him to resign. 

After resigning from the government, he founded his own political party, named Political Progressive Union (Politiki Proodeftiki Enosis).
In the general elections of 1932, he was a candidate with the Progressive Party of Georgios Kafantaris, but failed to become 
elected. In 1933 he was appointed Senator by merit. When the Metaxas dictatorship (4th of August Regime) took power in 1936, 
he was invited to participate in the Metaxas government, assuming the duties of Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of Finance and 
provisional Minister of National Economy. He resigned a few months later, expressing his disagreement with the economic policy 
of Ioannis Metaxas.

In 1941, he assumed the management of the National Bank, initially as Managing Director and then as Co-Governor, elected by 
the bank’s shareholders. In May 1941, he was also elected Chairman of the Commercial Bank, a post he held until February 18, 
1943, when he resigned. During the War, he became known for his strong resistance to the demands of German and Italian 
business groups to have assets of the Bank transferred to them. 

Apart from his involvement in politics, he also left behind a significant volume of work as an author. He published the study 
“Archives of National Benefactors” in 1929, his “Recollections of the historic disagreement between King Constantine and 
Eleftherios Venizelos, 1914-1922” in 1947, and the work “The bankruptcy of capitalism and socialism and the liberal economic 
system” in 1948. 

Konstantinos Zavitsianos
Image from the publication
D. Koukounas, The Greek politicians
Historical Biographical Dictionary, B’ 1926-1949
Athens, 2016
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Alpha Leasing
      he Managing Director - CEO of Alpha Leasing S.A. Andreas-Panagiotis D. Mantzounis, assumed as of May 30, 2019,

      the duties of Vice-Chairman of the Board of the Association of Greek Leasing Companies (AGLC). He has been a Board 

Member since 2014 and, as of November 23, 2017, he also sits on the Association’s three-member Steering Committee.

The Association of Greek Leasing Companies is a non-profit legal entity established in 1989 and is also a member of 

LEASEUROPE, the European Federation of Leasing Company Associations, which represents the European leasing and car 

rental industry. The Association’s purpose is to disseminate, promote, expand and develop the concept of leasing in 

Greece, to investigate and solve problems of interest to its members and to represent its members in Greece and abroad.

T

Alpha Asset Management Α.Ε.D.Α.Κ.
       he Assistant Manager of the Equity Investments Division of Alpha Asset Management A.E.D.A.K., Violeta Spyropoulou, 

       assumed as of July 18, 2019, the duties of Vice-Chairman of the Board of the CFA Society Greece.

CFA Society Greece is the officially recognised CFA Institute member in Greece and one of the Institute’s 150 national 

member societies worldwide. CFA Society Greece is an association whose members are investment and financial services 

professionals. It is a non-profit organisation and its mission is to contribute to the development of the knowledge and skills 

of Greek capital market professionals and to promote the highest standards of professional excellence, ethics and market 

integrity, according to the CFA Institute’s code of conduct. 

T
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Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd
Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd supported the

“12th Corporate Social Responsibility Conference”

      or yet another year, Alpha Bank was amongst the Sponsors of the 12th Corporate Social Responsibility Conference, 

      held at the Hilton Park Hotel, in Nicosia. 

This year’s 12th Conference titled “Cypriot businesses: key players in the achievement of the sustainable development 

goals” was combined with the Award ceremony for the Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practices and Sustainability 

Awards. 

Conference speakers included well-known market experts and specialists in Corporate Social Responsibility, who analysed 

ways of achieving the 17 Sustainable Development Goals and practices that combine profitability and competitiveness with 

sustainable growth and a strong relationship with consumers. 

The Conference was open to the business community and was attended by dozens of senior executives from businesses 

and organisations in Cyprus, as well as executives and associates of the Bank.
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Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd
Cash Returns Program CASHBACK 3% at any Petrol Station throughout Cyprus

  n August 2019, Alpha Bank Cyprus Ltd launched an advertising campaign for the Cash Returns Program CASHBACK 3%, 
  which offers a 3% cashback on purchases made at any Petrol Station throughout Cyprus.

In particular, all purchases at Petrol Stations in Cyprus made from August 1 to September 30, 2019, using the Alpha Bank 
Gold Visa, Alpha Bank Silver Visa and Alpha Bank CASHBACK Mastercard cards, were rewarded with a 3% cash return 
credited to the Customers’ cards.

The campaign ran on television, radio and the Internet.  

In order to watch the TV spot, click here.
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      lpha Bank Romania and UnionPay International, one of the largest payment schemes in the world, announced the 

      acceptance of UnionPay cards at the ATM network of Alpha Bank Romania. Under the relevant agreement, UnionPay 

cards are accepted in the entire national ATM network of Alpha Bank Romania. Romania has become a destination of interest

for Chinese entrepreneurs and tourists in recent years and this new partnership will facilitate financial transactions, bringing 

multiple benefits to UnionPay cardholders. With over seven billion cards issued worldwide so far, UnionPay is the card 

payment organization with the world’s largest cardholder base. Meanwhile, its global network extends to 174 countries and 

regions, covering 52 million merchants and over 2.6 million ATMs worldwide.

A

Alpha Bank Romania
Alpha Bank Romania is the first local bank to accept UnionPay cards at its ATMs
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Alpha Bank Romania
Alpha Bank Romania is the first acquiring bank in Europe

to launch the Instant Money Back Service for VISA and Mastercard® cards

       lpha Bank Romania completed successfully the certification for VISA Direct and Mastercard Money Send transactions 

       and enabled Instant Money Back at eMAG.ro, Romania’s top online retailer. 

Instant Money Back is a service for online merchants, which allows refunds to be sent to the cardholder’s account using the 

Money Send and VISA Direct platforms, so as to provide the customer an optional service which is faster than the current 

refund process. 

With this new service, customers making online payments using a card that is saved in the system, will receive within 

30 minutes the value of the returned products under the 30-days return policy applied by eMAG.

The implementation was possible due to the Bank’s partnership with the PayU fintech and to the support of the two payment 

schemes. VISA supported the initiative with expertise from other markets and Mastercard approved a special pilot for this 

particular case in four European countries.
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Alpha Bank Romania
Alpha Bank Romania launched the new AlphaCard Visa Gold debit card

       lpha Bank Romania launched the new AlphaCard Visa Gold, a premium debit card with unique benefits:

• Free access to the business lounge at the local airports of Cluj, Timisoara and Henri Coanda

• Access to the Gold Line customer care service, available 24/7

• Foreign travel insurance

• Access to the Air Refund platform, using which cardholders can claim compensation up to Euro 650 in the event of flight delays

• Access to Visa Luxury Hotels, a collection of luxury hotels offering benefits such as VIP guest status, discounts, room

 upgrade, late checkout, etc.

• Access to the Bidroom platform, one of the largest aggregators of international hotel deals, offering to cardholders 

 discounts of up to 25% as well as other benefits (early check-in, free breakfast etc.).

• AlphaCard Visa Gold is exclusively addressed to dedicated to the Gold Personal Banking customers of Alpha Bank Romania.
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Alpha Bank Romania
Inauguration of Iulius Town Timisoara

   ulius company (Romania) and Atterbury company (South Africa) inaugurated Iulius Town, an integrated real estate 

   development and urban regeneration project in Timisoara, Romania, which represents the largest investment in the 

region, totalling Euro 442 million.

Iulius Town is the most important real estate project inaugurated this year on the Romanian market. It offers the largest 

retail area outside Bucharest (450 stores totalling 120,000 sq.m.) and the largest Class A office space in the region (over 

100,000 sq.m.).

The Executive Vice President - Wholesale of Alpha Bank Romania, Periklis Voulgaris, who was present at the inauguration, 

stated: “Everything is changing around us. In Alpha Bank Romania, we are known for our sustainable revolutionary approach 

and innovative thinking alongside our partners. The investment in the development of the UBC3 office building, which is 

part of the Iulius Town project, is such a partnership. The project supports the rediscovery of the new, constantly focusing 

on the holistic improvement of the city's life.”
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Alpha Bank Romania
Alpha Bank Romania participated in the 

“Euromoney / ECBC Covered Bond Congress 2019”

      rom September 11 to September 12, 2019, the annual “Euromoney / ECBC Covered Bond Congress” took place in 

      Munich, attended by over 1,100 delegates from more than 35 countries. 

This year’s congress focused on the implementation and the implications of the new European covered bonds Directive, 

on the continued growth of “green” covered bonds and on the issues caused by the increasingly negative yields.

Alpha Bank Romania was proud to participate in the congress for the first time, in its capacity as the first bank on the 

Romania market to issue covered bonds with its inaugural Euro 200 million issuance, in May 2019.

The Alpha Bank General Manager - International Network and Alpha Bank Romania Executive President Sergiu Oprescu 

participated as a speaker in the session on “Harmonization and new jurisdictions”, together with representatives  

of Barclays, ABN AMRO, Moody’s Investor Service and SMBC. Mr. Oprescu presented Alpha Bank Romania’s experience 

as a first issuer in this new market and discussed the challenges and opportunities for the Romanian market from the 

transposition of the new covered bonds Directive to the Romanian national law.
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       lpha Bank Albania SHA launched an advertising campaign for the 10% cashback offer for purchases at the DIY Megatek 
       hypermarket, a Bonus Program partner merchant. The offer applied to all purchases made at DIY Megatek using American 
Express cards during September 2019.

       lpha Bank Albania SHA launched an advertising campaign to present the main 

       benefits of its unsecured consumer loans, which include financing of up to 

2,000,000 Lek (approximately Euro 17,000) without collateral and up to 500,000 

Lek (approximately Euro 4,200) without guarantor. Furthermore, the customers to 

apply for these loans until end of October 2019 will also benefit from zero 

disbursement costs.

A
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Alpha Bank Albania SHA
American Express® cards offer

Zero disbursement costs

for unsecured consumer loans
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